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' . . . Science is always most completely assimilated when it is in the nascent
state " .
J.

C.

MAXWELL.

Y o u couldn't deny that, even if you tried with both hands '.
I don't deny things with my hands,' Alice objected.
N o b o d y said you did,' said the R e d Queen. ' I said you couldn't if you
tried '.
She's in that state of mind,' said the -White Queen, that she wants to
deny something-only
she doesn't know what to deny '.
A nasty, vicious temper, ' the Red Queen remarked.
L E W I S CARROLL,

Through

the

Looking-Glass.
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SUMMARY. — T h e origin of the sun and planets has been reviewed
from manifold considerations — nuclear, astrophysical, chemical and geophysical. Basically, there are two schools of thought: monistic,
which
postulates that the sun and the planets formed from some primordial system
of gases; and dualistic, which holds that the planets and meteorites had
genesis in the sun's collision wtili another star. The extreme improbability of collision almost discards this hypothesis.
The present day accepted theories are, hence, the monistic ones, and
the one particularly favored is the Dust — cloud hypothesis — that the sun
condensed into a star due to the gravitational collapse of a massive interstellar gas-cloud, and subsequently gave birth to planets as further evolution of the cloud progressed. Studies of extinct radioactivities, within the
framework of the above hypothesis, give clue to the early history of the
solar system and in particular indicate that the time interval between the
start of condensation and the formation of the meteorite parent-bodies is
less six million years (Cameron). In this context the origin of stars from
" globules " or proto-stars has been briefly discussed.
A somewhat " exotic " theory of the formation of planets from the
sun which hinged on the concept of secular decrease of the ' constant ' of
gravitation with the age of the universe (Dirac's hypothesis) has been discussed. The earth (with expansion of its volume) and other celestial
bodies might provide empirical confirmation of the concept of diminishing
gravitation — an important problem of general relativity. This new idea
of physics might revolutionise fundamental concepts in geology and geophysics.

RIASSUNTO. — L'origine del sole e dei pianeti e stata riesaminata
sulla base di molteplici considerazioni — nucleari — astrofisiche, — chimiche
e geofisiclie. Pondamentalmente ci sono due scuole di pensiero: monistica,
che postula che il sole ed i pianeti si formano da alcuni primordiali sistemi
di gas; e dualistica, che ritiene che i pianeti e le meteoriti hanno avuto
origine dalla collisione (lei sole con altre stelle. L'estrema improbabilita di
collisione rende questa ipotesi quasi nulla.
L e teorie accettate oggi sono, percio quelle monistiche e particolarmente
favorita e la ipotesi della nuvola di polvere — che il sole, cioe, si sia condensate attraverso processi gravitativi a cui la nebula primigenia fu soggetta
e di conseguenza abbia dato vita ai pianeti con processi evolutivi variamente
interpretati. Nei quadro delle ipotesi di cui sopra, studi su radioattivita
spente danno indicazioni sulla storia recente del sistema solare ed, in particolare, indicano che l'intervallo di tempo tra il principio del condensamento
e la formazione dei corpi generanti le meteoriti, e inferiore a sei milioni di
anni (Cameron). In questo lavoro viene brevemente (liscussa l'origine delle
stelle dai « globules » o proto-stelle.
E stata esaminata una teoria alquanto « eccentrica » sulla formazione
dei pianeti dal sole, che si imperniava sul concetto della diminuzione della
costante di gravitazione con l'eta dell'universo (ipotesi di Dirac). L a terra
con espansione del suo volume) ed altri corpi celesti possono dare una con-
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ferma empirica del concetto di diminuzione di gravitazione — un problema
importante di relativita generale. Questa nuova idea della fisica, potrebbe
rivoluzionare concetti fondamentali di geologia e geofisica.

1. The problem of the origin of the Solar System is one of the three
most important ones in natural history — the other two being the origin
of life on earth and the descent of man. I t is also one of the oldest
unsolved enigmas of scientific philosophy and has attracted masterminds of both science and philosophy in each century since the time
of Scientific Revolution. Scientific cosmogony begins with the vortex
theory of Descartes even before Newton discovered the law of gravitation.
In the past two and a half century a galaxy of inquisitive spirits were
fascinated to this problem: Kant, Laplace, Milne, Jeans, Jeffreys, Ivuiper,
Hoyle, Urey, Weizsacker, Schmidt and others. In 1950 Ter Harr has
reviewed and variously criticised all of the then existing theories. And
now within the last decade many more speculations have appeared;
their numbers seem to be increasing with the rising interest in the
space researches and with ever brightening hopes of man's conquest
of outer space.
Our knowledge of the physics of interstellar space has now at last
come to a stage that we may formulate realistic theories of star formation.
These theories have a bearing on the problem of origin of Solar system
in that most of them postulate the formation of the sun and the planets
together. The present day accepted theories have a common theme
in that all postulate an interstellar gas cloud that is massive enough
for a gravitational collapse to take place leading to star formation.
However, before going into their discussions, some of the conspicuous
regularities of the Solar system will first be presented. These characteristics will show that the Solar system possibly could not have been
formed by chance.
Ter Haar (1948) arranged them in the following orders:
Group A. Regularity of the orbits. The planetary orbits are
almost circular, lie in one plane and revolution is in one direction, with
the sun rotating in the same direction — there is a " one-way traffic "
in the Solar system. The equatorial plane of the sun is near to the
plane of the orbits.
Group B. Regularity in the planetary distances. The distance of
the planets follow some general pattern of which Titus-Bode's rule is
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one. The radius of each planetary orbit is roughly twice as large as
that of the orbit nearest to it in the direction of the Sun, or mathematically the distance from the Sun to the other planets is expressed by
the formula
x =

0-4 + 0-3 X 2" A.U. (Astronomical Units)

where n is the number of the planets (for Venus, n = 0, for the Earth
n — 1, etc.), and 0-4 (in A.U.) is the distance of Mercury from the

Fig. l
(after A . Oparin & V. Fesenkov, 1900).

Group G. The division of the planets into two sharply distinct
groups: the inner planets, Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars, are
comparatively small but possess great density, rotate cpiite slowly
around their axes and have a small number of satellites, and the outer
planets — Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, are big, have lower
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density, great speed of rotation and numerous satellites. (The planet
Pluto is on the fringe of the system and may not conform to the same
regularities).
Group I). The distribution of the angular momentum: although
the Sun possesses more than 99 % of the total mass of the Solar system
it accounts for less than 2% of the momentum, the remainder being
accounted for by the planets.
The above groups of features are basic and any theory of planet
origin must explain them. These regularities strongly suggest that the
system as a whole was formed by a single process involving the Sun.
Some support for this view comes from the measurement of the ages
of the Earth and the Sun. From Uranium-Lead radioactive age determination method the Earth's age is -4.5 or 4.7 billion years. From
considerations of stellar structure and stellar evolution, the Sun's age
is 5 to 8 billion years. This is also the age of many stars and star
clusters of our Galaxy. Again Russel, from spectro-chemical analysis
of the solar atmosphere concluded that the distribution of the widespread elements is almost exactly the same on the Sun as it is on the
Earth. This may be regarded as proof of the common origin of the
Sun and the planets by which it is surrounded.

2. All theories of planetary origin can be divided into two groups.
Those in one group are based on the assumption that the system has
been formed as a result of an interaction between the Sun and another
celestial body, causing a catastrophic change. These theories may be
called cataclysmic or dualistic. The theories of the second group suppose
that the system has been formed by the slow evolution of a primordial
system. These theories may be called monistic. (H. S. Jones, 1956).
Planetary systems must be much more abundant on the basis of
slow evolution of primordial system than if some catastrophic change
is necessary to produce them. If we could detect planetary systems
around stars and estimate their relative frequencies, we could then form
a verdict in favour of the one or the other.
Among the stars about 80% (according to Gamow) are known to
be multiple stars — chiefly binaries. It has been argued that the formation of a planetary system may be a special case of the process of
the development of multiple star systems. From considerations of
mass — ratios in binary systems, Kuiper (1951) has estimated that the
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probability of the mainsequenee star like the Sun in having a planetary
system is about 10-2 or 10-3. If this is true, then all dualistic theories
of the formation of the Solar system must be discarded, as the extremely
rare chance encounters of (wo stars on which they all rest cannot explain
so many planetary systems.
The dualistic theory is historically probably the first one proposed
by BufEon (1719). H e saw the origin of the planetary system as a result
of a collision between the Sun and a comet that came from the depth of
interstellar space. Following the poetic word — picture of Gamow, it
was a " comete fatale " with a long brilliant tail brushing the surface of
our, at that time lonely, Sun, and tearing from its giant body a number
of small " drops " , which were sent spinning into space by the force of
the impact.
Then came the monistic theory of Kant-Laplace. They conceived
of the whole Solar system as originating in a condensation of a large
mass of diffuse gas. (Kant's hypothesis was one of the first to consider
the process of development of the cosmic bodies, which were until then
believed to have been immutable from the very moment of their supposed " creation " . Judging now in retrospect it was a fore-runner of
the theory of evolution in biology as conceived by Darwin, Wallace and
others, which has now become a living doctrine in multiple disciplines
of science). If this mass bad a very slight rotation, however small, the
process of contraction would cause the angular velocity to increase.
There woidd come a time, however, when the gravitational attraction
of the central parts of the proto-Solar system would be unable to retain
the rapidly moving outer parts in circular orbits — the centrifugal forces
of rotation would become important compared to the gravitational
and would result in the ejection of a series of gaseous rings along its
extended equator. The rings formed in this way were supposed to have
broken up later and to have condensed into various planets circling at
different distances around the Sun. This hypothesis accounted qualitatively for the main regularities in the Solar system.
But there is a fatal objection to this hypothesis. I t is unable to
account for the distribution of the angular momentum in the Solar
system. It can be shown that in any system contracting under its
self-gravitation, each unit mass of material would carry exactly the same
amount of angular momentum as any other unit mass, thus it is a failure
to explain the angular momentum distribution.
To make escape from the fundamental difficulties of Kant-Laplace
hypothesis, the dualistic theory was revived by Jeffrey and Jeans. This ti-
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me the Sun and a passing star were supposed to collide. In order to account
for almost circular orbits of the planets, it was postulated that at that
time the Sun was surrounded by a uniformly rotating gaseous envelope,
which helped to turn the originally elongated planetary orbits into regular
circles by viscous drag. The gaseous envelope gradually dissipated into
interstellar space, and the faint luminosity known as Zodiacal Light is
all that is left of the " past glory " . However, Koike has calculated
that for the planet to reduce the eccentricity of its orbit from, say, 0.5
to 0.1, it had to absorb five times its own mass from the medium. In
other words, the resisting medium becomes a feeding one, and the hypothesis is untenable.
Jeans' theory also does not solve the angular momentum difficulties.
The consideration of the physical condition of the ejected material leads
to a further difficulty, pointed out by Russel (1935), which is very serious. When the Sun met with a near encounter with another star, its
temperature must have been more than a million degrees and its pressure
more than a million atmospheres. The mean velocity of hydrogen will be
100 mps. and would rapidly dissipate into space inspite of gravitational
attraction of ejected mass; the remainder of the mass will, however,
form an extended gaseous nebula around one or of the stars involved.
As the catastrophic-type hypothesis coidd not give a satisfactory
solution to the problem of the origin of the Solar system, the pendulum
was again swung to the monistic type i.e. origin by gradual evolution
of a primordial system. Such theories all start from the assumption that
the Sun was at the centre of a diffuse gaseous cloud, which may have
been an interstellar cloud into which the sun lias entered, or a gaseous
cloud from which the sun has condensed. The dark globules which are
abundant in the Milky-Way regions are believed to be " proto-stars " ,
where stars are in the process of condensing out of a gaseous system.
Alfven divides theories of this type into two classes, according to whether
the Solar system has originated from a cold gas or hot ionised ones.
The Russo-German astronomer Academician Otto Schmidt has developed a theory of the origin of Solar system of cold type, by the Sun's
capture of an interstellar gas-dust cloud aimlessly wandering in the vast
expanse of the Milk-Way. The planets were formed by the agglomeration of a large number of solid matter each "moving around the Sun
in its own independent elliptical orbit. When large numbers of bodies
were joined into a single planet their orbits were, naturally, averaged, and as a result, they could only be fully symmetrical, i.e.
circular, and close to a plane perpendicular to the vector of the
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principal angular momentum of the whole system. The co-planar
and co-directional motion of the planets result from the averaging of
the angular momenta of many bodies. The problem of the distribution of angular momentum does not arise here, for the Sun could acquire
from the Galaxy material possessing sufficient momentum. Schmidt also
derived a law of planetary distance that bear close resemblance to
Bode's law. In many ways his theory is the most highly developed
of those in the field. The main requirement in Schmidt's theory would
seem to be that the relative velocity of the Sun and the cloud must be
rather small, not exceeding one km/sec. On this theory planet formation is not uncommon at the late stage of Galactic evolution.
In accord with Schmidt's idea of planetary formation from cold
circum-solar gas-dust cloud, is the German cosmologist C. von Weizsacker's (1943) theory, which is in essence an improvement of the original Kant-Laplace hypothesis. The starting assumption is that the
Sun was at the center of a revolving gas-dust cloud having its mass
0.1 M 0 . The resultant of different particles moving round the Sun
in independent orbits was a circular equatorial envelope due to frictions
and viscuous drags. Yiscuous forces tending to equalise the angular velocities within the disk slowed down the faster moving inner parts and
speeded up the pace of the slower moving outer parts. I t is easy to
see that this process makes the inner parts gradually transfer angular
momentum to the outer rims. Escape of the gases from the outer parts
to the intersteller space carries away some of the angular momentum.
Making a greater use of thermodynamics and statistical physics
than before, Weizsacker studied how7 semi-stationary states could be
formed round the Sun. I t will be presently shown with numerical
details that such a revolving disk wTill form violent turbulance, the
Reynold's number i? being sa 10 u , much bigger than R ~ 103 for lamilar
flow. This can be verified by substituting the numerical values in
R = Qvd/ri where g, the mean density pa 10-10 gm/cm, v, the average
velocity pa 105 cm/sec, d, a length taken upto the distance of Saturn
and of an approximate order of magnitude of the extent of planetary
system
10 A.U. = 1 - 5 X 1014 cm, and rj, the coefficient of viscosity
2
= 10~ poise. Such huge turbulance would cause the material form
vortices. Weizsacker next showed that a series of annuli rotating round
the sun and each containing five vortices would form a stable arrangement. The radii of the annuli approximately follows Bode's empirical law.
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Due to large viscuous stresses which set up between adjacent vortices
favour formation of small eddies between the rings. These secondary
vortices acted as more suitable platforms for the condensation of matter,
forming proto-planets. Separate condensations in each vortices within
an annular ring gradually came near each other and formed a single
planet.
The condensation process gives a distribution of mass found actually. The only serious disagreements are that the mass of Mars is
much smaller than which it should have been. Even if we assume that
the Moon was formed alongwith Mars in the same annular ring, but
before joining Mars to form a single planet it was captured by the Earth,
it does not greatly solve the problem. Also, the theory requires a planet
between the Mars and Jupiter where at present asteroid belt is found,
but the absence of any such planet was due to non-operation of solid
accretions (according to the latest soviet researches on meteorites from
this zone) being disturbed by the gravitational pull of the giant planet
Jupiter.
Weizsacher's above theory got recognition from western scientists
including ter Harr, and the Indian scientist Chandrasekhar and others
tried to further develope it. I t was critised by Soviet scientists, e.g.
by Levin, possibly because they are influenced by the work of Academician Schmidt, who also as we have seen formulated the evolution of
a cold gas cloud. A subtle dilemma in Weizsacker's theory, moreover,
arises because it fails to account for the narrow range of specific binding
energies (1012-1016 erg/gm.) in astronomical systems; from galaxy
clusters, galaxies, multiple stars, stars, solar system to planets and satellites. (Star clusters, however, have gravitational binding energy per
unit of mass in the range 1010-1012 erg/gm.). However, for the importance of the turbulence in the above theory its extensive mathematical
theory is carried out by Taylor, von Karman, Kolmogoroff and W . Heisenberg.
A modified form of "Weizsacker's theory is due to Kuiper. He
applied Kolmogoroff's turbulence spectrum derived for non-rotating media, and comes to the conclusion that the repeated formation and dissolution of these eddies would give rise to small condensations, and not
a few of large ones as Weizsacker supposed. The only way to escape
is if gravitation helps some of the large vortices for massive condensations to being. Further if, A denotes the distance between the centre
ot two planetary masses whose mean distance from the Sun is a, then
according to Kuiper, the planetary masses will be proportional to (A/a)3.
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He finds this result nearly satisfied by the actual planetary masses and
distances. This empirical relation also holds good for the satellite
systems.
A lot of systematic works have been done on the orbital and other
characteristics of close binary system in the galaxy. One unexpected
and exciting result that has emerged is Kuiper's deduction that the
Solar system is a degenerate double star in which the second star did
not condense into a single star but was spread out, and formed planets
and comets (Kopal, 1959). W e shall deal with this question further
towards the end.
So far we were absorbed with celestial dynamics to trace the mechanism of planet formation. The role of electromagnetic forces in this
phenomenon was first underlined by Alfven (1954), and it has since then
assumed paramount importance as may be judged from the remark of
a scientist that features which were formerly attributed to deities are
now assigned to electromagnetism! Alfven postulated a Sun condensed
from a magnetic cloud of gas which possessed a strong magnetic field.
The residual gaseous cloud which contained magnetic field formed
" plasma " due to radiation from the Sun. The ionised gas was prevented from falling into the sun by its magnetic field as well as that
of the Sun, whereas the un-ionised gases fell into the Sun. With increasing distance from the Sun, the amount of ionisation progressively
decreased and the chemical composition of the gas falling in towards
the Sun varied as the distance from the Sun, depending on their ionisation potentials. As the clouds fell, their speed increased and on collision with the permanent ionised layer around the Sun, further ionisation of cloud material could occur. The magnetic field began to act
as a brake as ionisation commenced, and eventually stopped any further
fall at distances according to their ionisation potential, and the ionised
gases went into orbit around the sun. The transfer of angular momentum from the more rapidly spinning Sun to the continuously receeding
and less rapidly revolving gas condensations was magneto-hydrodynamical in nature.
An interesting outcome of Alfven's theory is concerning the origin
of the Moon. Following his suggestion, the " A " cloud (having highest
ionisation potential) was stopped 2.25 X 1013 cm from the Sun, i.e.,
about the present distance to Mars and. from it condensed Mars and the
Moon by accretion of dust condensed from the cloud. The " B " cloud
having different composition and velocity (and lesser ionisation potential
than A), ionised and began condensation at 1.09 X 1013 cm from which
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were formed Earth, Venus and Mercury. Due to overlap between the
regions neAvly formed, Moon was captured by the Earth.

This is in tune

with the fact that the Moon is not in the main gravitational field of the
Earth.

Alfven's original theory or its variation based essentially on the

behaviour of plasmas shall receive benefits from both the theoretical
and experimental researches undertaken in plasma physics for its importance both in astrophysics and in human welfare (of. researches in
controlled thermo-nuclear fusion reactions in some big laboratories of
the world).
The basic assumption of Alfven is that the early Sun was highly
magnetic (thousands of time more intense than it is now).

The soviet

astronomer Leving for this reason calls the theory arbitrary, but the
author feels to reserve his comment till a unique verdict is available
from studies of structure and evolution of stars.

I t may, however, be

pointed out that some stars like T Tauri which are believed to be undergoing at present early stellar evolution are highly magnetic.

It is not

therefore impossible that the primitive Sun was highly magnetic as
A l f v e n believes.
Urey (1957) has examined the boundary conditions for the origin
of Solar

system

from

chemical

there is at least a possibility that
dominated the processes.

considerations.
solid particles

He

concludes

rather

than

that
gases

On the occasion of the Silliman lecture in

1951, Urey made an attempt to include chemical evidences within the
framework of von Weizascker-Kuiper theory.

3. However, nuclear and astrophysical evidences discussed below,
brings forward the inadequecy of Kuiper's model of large proto-planets;
and we shall analyse the problem of origin of the Solar system viewing
from the broader perspective of cosmology. Studies can be made of the
contraction of a cosmic gas cloud due to its gravitational instability
by means of Jean's instability criteria or with the aid of the virial theorem.

Following the later approach, Cameron (1962) deduced the mi-

nimum mass necessary for a cloud to contract is

M

=

6-l-,-°0

M T) ; (i¥C) = mass of the Sun = 1 • 985 X 1033 gm) [1]

where n H is the no. of hydrogen atoms per c.e., e.g. clouds of 3000 Solar
masses can contract if n H =

100, which is not too uncommon in the
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interstellar medium (Davies, 1958). It is interesting to speculate about
the conditions that may be necessary to cause an interstellar cloud to
collapse. It can be induced if a large pressure say, stellar radiation

Fig. 2 - A detail of nebula M l(I, photographed with TIK* Mount Paloniar
200 in. reflector. Dark gloubules, bright rims and an elephant ' trunk '
are visible. T h e matter is made luminous by the hot young stars embedded in it. A t the present time stars are probably being f o r m e d in
such regions. T h e globules — the small dark patches of dense matter —
may represent an early stage in the formation of stars.

or cosmic ray pressure is exerted on the boundary of the cloud. Since
dense clouds occur in a region of the interstellar medium where much
star formation is going on, the formation of new 0 and B Stars (*) may
( * ) T h e spectral classification of main-sequence stars are in order:
O, B, A, F, G, K, M and B, N. S. (so easy to remember: " Oh, Be A Fine
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cause the occasional ionization of the hydrogen surrounding the boundary
of dense clouds, thus producing f l I I (*) regions which may exert sufficient pressure depending upon temperature on the boundary of a
cloud to cause its collapse. Lebedinsky has also suggested similar mechanism to compress globules to high density. Globules are regarded as
possible embryonic stars: they are small, round, very dense clots which
are often visible in the background of nebulae (Figg. 2. 3). Another
mechanism is supernova explosion which may precipitate general collapse by affecting an overall surface pressure. The massive stars form
Type I I Supernova (**) are also those that begin life as 0 and B
stars. Thus the two processes may operate together.
Side by side with light pressure another factor may operate to
initially induce small condensations to start with before gravitation
assumes the leadership. This is turbulance in interstellar space. These
can easily produce rudimentary accretion in the primordial gas (Gamow
1952). Harlow Shapley contoured the distribution of galaxies in celestial
hemisphere; it is divided into large whirls and suggest eddies. Recent
observational evidences, including that of radio astronomy, also point
to turbulance in interstellar space (Cameron, 1962).
As the cloud contracts, according to equation [1] the minimum
mass required to have a gravitationally stable configuration rapidly
diminishes. Thus it becomes possible for the cloud to fragment into
subcondensation. The process of mass ejection during condensation is very
common in some stars, for example Fig. 4 shows the instance of B Lyrae
star emitting a powerful stream of gas which partly envelops the satellite
and partly enters the common gas ring surrounding the whole system.
The fragmentation process has been discussed by Hoyle and by Mestel
and Spitzer. They conclude that fragmentation will continue until the
fragments become too opaque to their own radiation, and this will occur
for bodies of roughly Solar mass.

Girl, Kiss Me Right Now, Sweet! »). The hottest stars (surface temperatures of 25.000° K up) are of Spectral type O, followed by B stars (25.000° K
— 11.000° Iv) and so on.
( * ) H I I is the name given to hot, ionised hydrogen; the cool, unionised hydrogen atom is called H - I.
( * * ) Supernovae are gigantic nuclear stellar explosions in which the
whole star is blown up. I t is believed to herald the death of the evolutionary
life of a star. Type. I I is the more intense of the two types the supernovae
explosions may be classified into (after Cameron, 1962).
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Recent studies in cosmology have proved both theoretically and
experimentally the presence of interstellar magnetic field (U f=s 5 X 10 &
gauss) (Davies 1962). The presence of this brings the question how
effective it may be in transferring angular momentum from the contracting cloud to the surrounding disk or interstellar medium. This
problem has been considered by Ebert (1960) who considered a magnetic
field parallel to the axis of rotation of the cloud which transmitted a
Common
[gaieou shzll

Facing
observer

Fig. 4
(after A . Oparin & V. Fesenkov, 1960)

torque to the surrounding interstellar medium as it was twisted due to
rotation. A plausible magnetic configuration is shown in Figures 5 and
6. Hoyle (1960) finds for a convective Sun (as all dwarf stars are) the
angular momentum transfer is very efficient, while Cameron (1962) derives the twist of the cloud and the magnetic lines of force to be very
small, and suggests that not much angular momentum can be transmitted
from the contracting cloud to the surroundings during the period of
contraction. Evidently this problem deserves very careful investigation.
When material leaves a rotationally unstable star it is very likely that
a disk is formed in the equatorial plane. There is observational estimate
by Underbill of a star Pleione that the rotation velocity of the star is
larger than that of the disk. Hence magnetic lines of force which originally
connected the star with the disk naturally become twisted into a spiral
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structure. Two cases next arise depending on if the turns of the magnetic
lines of force can mainly be stored inside the star, or they have to be
mainly stored outside the star. In the former case, the disk can move
J olar

Fig. 5

(after Hoyle, 1960).

about the star for a longer time, and acquires angular momentum at
the expense of the star, and thus receeds from the centre. A gradual
evolution of one such primordial disk may have led to the origin of the
Solar system.

(after Hoyle, 1960).

The problem of distribution of angular momentum is not confined
to the Solar system only.

In fact, the same trouble also comes in, in

different forms though, in the problems of the origin of double stars and
more seriously in the formation of stars from an initial gaseous protoGalaxy.
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In the second case, however, the magnetic intensity 11, and hence
the magnetic pressure H2/8 n steadily increases within the disk, and
ultimately the disk may explode as energy will gradually be built up
with the passage of time. These two cases can be distinguished as to
whether the star possesses a deep convection zone or not. If it does
we have the former case, otherwise the latter one. Basing on this
criteria we have the representation of the first case in dwarf stars (the
Sun is one such dwarf star), and the second one in stars like Pleione.
Strure, Swings, Underbill, Merrill and others have observed spectroscopic
peculiarities of Pleione which are explained by Crampin and Hoyle
(1960) as due to the development and disruption of a shell surrounding
the main star.
The conservation of energy should share equal attention like the
conservation of angular momentum paid above. The energy of rotation of the primitive solar condensation at the onset of instability according to Hoyle is:

[2]
when A'2, the square of the radius of gyration is assumed as ~ 0,1 R'1,
and B, Q denote the radius and angular velocity of the condensation
at the onset of instability. Using the relation, IPQ- ^ GM for rotational instability, we get:

for B

^

3 X 1012 cm .

[3]

Since energy is needed to move the material of the disk outward
from the Sun, a portion of this energy is stored in the disk. This amounts
to ~ GMmjR, where m is the mass of the disk. Since m ~ 10~2 31, as
reasonably assumed this is less than the original energy by a factor ~ 5.
Therefore, only a moderate portion of the energy is stored in the disk.
Part of the rotational energy appears transformed into magnetic energy,
and in its windings, as the rotation does work against the magnetic
field. The dissipation of magnetic energy takes place through Sun-spots,
flares etc. The abnormally intense T Tauri stars which are of recent
formations and give a way large reservoirs of internally stored magnetic
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energy through flares adds observational support to the fact that most
of the Sun's initial energy was dissipated.
To reiterate what has been said before, as the planetary material
acquired angular momentum it moved farther and farther away from
the solar condensation. Materials of low volatility condensed out of
the gas and were left behind as the main mass of gas moved outwards.
The fact that the terrestrial planets (Mercury, Yenus, Earth, Mars)
are of small mass composed almost wholly of low volatility materials
on the inside of the system is due to this leaving belling of low volatility materials (Hoyle, 1960).

4. Recently, Fowler et al. (1962) studied the nuclear reactions at the
early stages of the solar system. They considered the synthesis of I) 2 ,
LiG, Li 7 , B10, and B11, also of C13 and N15 by nuclear reactions due to
high energy particles, mainly protons from Solar flares bombarding the
planetesimals. The nuclear and astrophysical considerations of Fowler
et al. reveal an early history for the solar system similar in some-ways to
that depicted by Urey on geophysical and chemical grounds. They
believe the nuclear results provide constraints which constitute the most
direct evidence available concerning the physical conditions that existed
at the beginning of origin of the planets. For instance, it has been
found that D, Li, Be, B were formed by spallation (disintegration) neutron irradiation in conditions of Hydrogen deficiency. The calculated
deficiency relative to solar abundances is nearly a factor 4 X 103. Such
a situation, observe Fowler et al., not only yields the correct relative
abundances of Li 6 , Li 7 , Be9, B10, B11 but also, as a by product, explains
the origin of terrestrial Deuterium, with a D/H abundance ratio equal
to 1.5 X 10-4. This makes us conclude " that the material of the
terrestrial planets vras irradiated by high-energy particles from the Sun,
at a stage of development when the material had become very largely,
but not completely, separated from hydrogen " (Fowler etc.).
Astrophysical considerations requires that Hydrogen deficiency will
arise, caused by the planetesimals falling out of the Hydrogen and Helium
gas that so long carried them along, when the planetesimal radius
^ 1 m. Nuclear arguments that the efficiency of absorption of solar particles be not very small, as w^ell as that not all planetary material be
irradiated, otherwise nuclei such as Gd15 and U235 will be scoured out as
their thermal neutron capture cross-sections are very large, dictates the
size of the planetesimals
10 m (Fowler et al. 1962). Thus Fowler et al.
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infer there were no large proto-planets as advocated by Kuiper, in which
Hydrogen was present in the normal solar proportion together with the
notion that the Earth itself had ever a strongly reducing atmosphere
composed of hydrogen.
During the formation of planetesimals there were according to
them high concentrations of H 2 0,NH 3 , CH4 in the surrounding reducing
medium. Probably biologically interesting molecules were evolved at
that stage before the formation of planets. Evidence can be adduced
for the existence of complex organic compounds (Life '?) in carboncontaining meteorites cited by Briggs and Urey.
Studies of the amount of extinct radioactivities should be consistent
with the chain of physical and chemical events occurring from the begining of the Solar-system. This work made by Cameron leads to the
conclusion that the time required for the entire chain of events is not
inconsistent with the interpretation of Xenon and the Silver isotopic
anomalies in the meteorites due to extinct radioactivities left over from
the process of nucleosynthesis preceding the formation of the Solar
system within our Galaxy. The evidence from the extinct radioactivities indicates that a short time (a few million years) passed between
the start of condensation of Solar system from the interstellar medium
and the formation and cooling of the meteorite parent bodies. On the
problem connected with extinct radioactivities is the manner of
production of the radioactive isotopes involved. Fowler, Greenstein
and Hoyle (1901-62) have proposed that the extinct radioactivities were
made by spallation and neutron processes in the planetesimals. Cameron
(1962) however, thinks that their supposed process in unlikely, and
considers the extinct radioactivities as surviving from a period of nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy which enriches the insterstellar medium with
fresh radioactivities a relatively short time ( ^ 107 years) before the
formation of the Solar system. (The maximum rate of nucleo-synthesis
may have occurred about 13 billion years ago. Clayton, 1961).
In fact, Cameron's work, though admitted by the Author himself
to be crude, is one of the best ever written on this subject and should
be consulted by interested readers. He deduces the following cosmochronology associated with the early history of the Solar-system. " If
the main heat source required to melt Iron in meteorite parent bodies
is Al20, the time interval between the start of condensation and the
formation of the meteorite bodies is less than 6 X 10G years. From the
anomalous Silver composition in Iron meteorites it is deduced that the
time interval to the solidification of Iron in meteorite parent bodies
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is 2 to 4 X 107 years. From the anomalous Xenon composition of
meteorites it is concluded that the time interval to the cessation of Xenon
diffusion in the meteorite parent body is about 1.5 X 108 years " .
In addition to the apparent shortness of time required for the formation of protostars and planets, as studied by Cameron, who also
concludes that very massive binary companions can also condense out
from very massive nebular disks which should accompany the process
of star formations. The formation of binary companions will depend
upon the nature of mass distribution controlled by the magnetic fields
in the nebular disk. If they are formed, they will provide strong interference to planet formation.
In our above deliberations we have implicity assumed that the Sun
as well as the planets were genetically connected with the primordial
gas cloud. Let us, however, ask ourselves the alternative question:
could it be not that the Sun came near a wandering cloud and captured
it subsequently? Hoyle, Bondi, Lyttleton and McCrie thought it possible
for a passing star to seize matter from the surrounding nebula and get
"rejuvenated", as it were, and that the star should move up along the
curve of the main sequence of H-R. spectra-luminosity diagram. This
process could occur, following them, if the star is rather massive and
approaches the nebula very slowly. However, to all intents, this may
be considered higly impossible. Each active star, as shown by G.
Gurzadyan, repels the hydrogen dust by radiation pressure. V. Safronov has calculated that stars having a surface temperature of nearly
8000 ° K or higher repulse dusts against gravitation, and various observations have confirmed it. So encounters of stars with particles
of a nebula will generally be insignificant. The authors of " rejuvenation " theory, however, believe that this can occur indirectly: by its
gravity a star distorts the path of passing particles and they get concentrated in its rear part whence these particles collide with each other and
after loosing their kinetic energy thereby, finally fall on the star. But
even this can happen only if the star penetrated the nebula sufficiently
slowly. But any outside star originally unconnected with a nebula
must necessarily gain speed because of the gravity of the nebula.
So we infer that when a star moves very slowly with respect to the nebula it must be genetically connected with it. Probably the star developed in the heart of the nebula and didn't find itself in it as an
' epilogue ' due to accidental passing.
The next question which immediately suggests itself concerns the
mode of origin of the gas cloud. The composition of the Solar system
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having many heavy and radioactive elements should offer a clue to
their origin. Salpeter (1959) and Schmidt (1959) believe that most of
the elements had genesis in the early stage of Galactic evolution. However, to explain the occurrence of all the extinct radioactivities, e.g.
Pu239, Pu240, Pu242, Pu244, Am243, Cm246, Cm247, Cm248, Cf250, Of251, Cf252 and
Fm255, inferred from the isotopic composition study of their daughter products, Th232, U235 and U23S and of meteorites, it is presumably convenient
to imagine (Cameron, 1962) that a second stage of element formation
also took place just prior to the " becoming " of the Solar system.
From the estimate of radiogenic Xe129 in the atmosphere Kuroda and
Manuel (1962) concludes that the time interval between the nucleosynthesis and the formation of the earth ~ 2.1 X 109 yrs. The extinct
radioactivities could not otherwise survive the long period between the
birth of the galaxy ( 2 0 X 109 yrs) and the origin of the Sun and planets
5 or 6 X 10" yrs.). The heavy elements were formed in the nuclear
ashes in the vast cosmic explosion of a Type I I Supernovae. The debris
of the explosion then enriched the interstellar gaseous medium witli
heavy metals from which the Solar system was ultimately born. The
study of the relative abundances of heavy metals in Sun should
also confirm (or otherwise) some astronomers belief that the Sun
is probably a third generation star, having derived its matter from
the ashes of other dead stars. Though the general abundance curves for
elements in the Sun and the meteorites are veiy similar (Urey 1962)
the low abundances of Iron and lead in the Sun (Aller 1959) may be due
to their origin from different samples of nucleogenesis or due to some
nuclear reactions or chemical fraction process (Urey 1962).

5. At present, the problem apparently related with the question of
origin of the Solar system and which has sought a common goal for the
various fields — general relativity, cosmology and geophysics is regarding the generalisation of Einstein's theory of gravitation. This extension,
observes Dicke, brings the theory more nearly in accord with Mach's
principle wich emphasizes that inertial effects should be associated with
acceleration of matter relative to other matter, not relative to an absolute space. Out of Mach's principle evolved spectacular conglomeration of ideas called relativity.
This expansion of Einstein's field equations (Jordan, 1955) makes
gravitational held composed of both scalar and the classical tensor
fields. One fundamental property of the scalar field, known to very
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few physicists, according to Dike (1962) is that the mass of a particle
interacting with a scalar field is a function of the scalar. Por practical
reasons the mass of a particle may be kept constant by a transformation
of the basic units, and it is then seen that such transformations lead
to the dependence of the gravitational constant upon the field scalar,
and hence it is variable. B y making use of elementary dimensional
analysis and Mach's principle (that accelerations are determined by the
distribution of distant matters without reference to the strength of the
field), Dicke has shown that the gravitational constant G is a function
of the matter density of the universe. As the matter density of the universe is falling due to the general expansion, it may lead to the secular
change of the locally measured valued of G. For further details on this
question from the viewpoint of the physicists,the readers are referred
to Dicke (1962), and Jordan, and also to Neumann, Edward Teller,
Gamow, Ter Harr, Brill, Egyed, Ewing, Wilson, Heezen, etc., in
connection with geophysical consequences of this hypothesis (known
as Dirac's hypothesis). When the different constant, the velocity of light,
Plank's constant and the mass of an elementary particle, say, pion are
expressed dimension less in atomic units as unity, there is an apparent
relationship between the gravitational constant, the inverse of the age
of the universe = t, and the mean matter-density of the cosmos all
being
K)-10 (dimension less) (*) ( 58 ). Dirac (1938) was apparently
impressed by this relation and suggested that all the three parameters,
including G is a function of t*1.
W e may now set ourselves the problem: how the variable G (assuming it is true) in fiuenced the origin of the planetary systems out
of the primordial chaos of the then new-born Galaxy, and also what
effect are there on earth of the changing distribution of distant matter,
the expansion of the universe being connected with decrease of G.
Assuming that G' = C/t, where G is a constant and t the age of the
universe, Egyed (1960) has suggested a possible mechanism whereby
the planets were formed from the equatorial region of the rapidly spinning primitive sun due to the interplay of the centrifugal force and gravity
acceleration. When, a factor of 1/r2 (r = radius of the sun) is neglected
as it is very small, the two forces vary asffl/(r0+ a.t) and B/t respectively
where r0 = the initial radius and a and B are constants. The two forces
vaiy as shown in the Fig 7. When the two forces become equal, a
( * ) For the significance of large dimensionless quantities of the order
of 1040, also known as cosmic numbers, one may refer to Harrison (1963).
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part of the mass, a ring, around the equator becomes weightless. Also
the radius of this ring will increase in time according to the law R = Gt.
The increasing radius disturbs the equilibrium and the ring will eventually condense into a planetary body. Hence as the planet has formed
from the equatorial ring its orbit coincides with the Sun's equator, as
observed. This theory of Egyed as it stands is rudimentary and details
need be worked out to explain the previously mentioned observed regularities of the Solar system.

W e shall now briefly discuss the imprints upon the Earth of decreasing gravitation. The first one striking the mind is the slow expansion
of the Earth (*) though the mode of expansion is a little uncertain. The
other areas where the effects should be sought are in the thermal history
of the Earth and its magnetic fields. Studies of paleomagnetism and other
geological evidence, have almost confirmed continental drift (**) (Fig. 8);
however there is some doubt regarding the physical mechanism. The global system of tension cracks in all the oceans (Ew7ing, Heezen, Tliarpe

( * ) The suggestion that the Earth might be expanding was made long
before any plausible physical mechanism such as secular change in G was
postulated. Historically, the original idea of expansion was offered by Mantovani at the end of the nineteenth century, to explain the similarity of
the Atlantic coast lines. ( L . EGYED, Nature, v. 197, No. 4872, p. 1059-69,
1963).
( * * ) A R o y a l Society of London discussion on continental drift was
recently held in March 20-21, 1964 and reported by prof. S. K . Runcorn
in the Times Science Review, Summer, 1964.
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1960 Fig. 9) may suggest their genetic relation with a general expansion.
While this may he qualitatively true, the Atlantic Ocean here presents
a major problem.

A l l evidences indicate that the Atlantic Ocean is re-

cently formed in less than 200 m years.

The expansion rate is nearly

300 times more than theoretically predicted on assuming G varying 3
parts in 1011 parts per year.

There may be a way out by assuming a

large volume change of the Earth due to a phase change caused by a
small change in G. However, evidences concerning Earth's rotation seems
to rule out such possibility of large change of Earth's radius

(Dicke

1962). I t is hence possible that mantle convection currents have conspired
with the slow expansion of the Earth to cause continents drifting.
The heat flow from the ocean bottom measured as
posed a problem so long.
elements

U,

Th,

and

50 ergs/cm2sec,

Assuming a certain distribution of radioactive
K,

the calculated heat flow

was

too

low.

The discrepancy largly disappears with the introduction of a decreasing
gravitation.

This makes the pressure as well as the melting point of

the mantle decrease, and under the assumption of steady convective
transport heat will be originated in a cooling interior, and thus theory
broadly supports the observation ( 27 ). Also part of the heat required to
produce core convection to explain Earth's magnetic field is conceivably
generated by slow cooling due to weaking G.
lem is concerning paleoclimatology.

The other thermal prob-

Basing on the theory that the

luminosity of the Sun varies with (?, being proportional to 7.5 powers of
G, the surface temperature of the Earth could be found out. Recomputation by Gamow of Edward Teller's original calculation shows a high
temperature at the beginning of the Cambrian era.

This points to

high temperature genesis of life and leads to the trilobites and early
mollusks playing in a very warm water, whether it could be so we leave
it to the life-scientists for judgment.

Moreover, such high average

temperature makes pre-Cambrian or even permo-Carboniferous glaciation unlikely and fails completely to explain the repeated periods of
intense glaciation the Earth experienced. Jordan (1962) however differs
from the view presented above regarding the problem presented by
paleoclimate.
Besides Earth, other celestial bodies may also provide empirical
evidences of weakening G, e.g. slow incrase in the radii of their orbits
by double stars, the. explanation of Avhich eluded Jeans (Jondon 1955).
Like the Earth, secular change in G should cause slow expansion of the
Moon, presumably b y the extrusion of magma.

The Moon is a better

object to study for it still bears the ' fossil' records of its history untouched
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by geological changes wrought by the sea and the wind. An interesting
problem of very near-future space research should be to land on Moon
and verify if the craters are filled with basalts. These igneous rocks, we
presume, would be erupted along the fractures opened up due to expansion of the Moon due to the diminishing G. Evidence of tension cracks
caused by the Moon's expansion should also be searched in photographs
taken from satellites orbiting the Moon.
A further note on Moon. As regards its internal structure and formation of its tectonics, viz., lunar craters and ring mountains, Hedervari
made calculations assuming that release of gravitational pressure caused
evolution in the internal structure of the Moon. For example, the Gutenberg discontinuity was much shallower at an early epoch than at present —
the discontinuity surface indicating phase change between metallic core
and non-metallic mantle, going down continuously with the passage of
time. The secular lessening of pressure ultimately lead to the vanishing
of the core and the Moon became homogeneous as its present moment
of inertia ph 0.4 suggests. Furthermore, Hedervari pointed out that the
energy produced by gravitational pressure release is quite sufficient (in
fact, about LO1 times more than needed) to produce the surface tectonics.
If Dirac's hypothesis of secular variation of G is correct, one important consequence is that the ages of stars inferred from stellar evolution
would be incorrect. For example, assuming the stars radiate energy which
is proportional to G7, the 15 billion years old stars of O.O. Wilson should
then become only 4.2 billion years (Dicke). Thus an important result
emerges which Dicke considers his main success of the theory of variable
' constant' of gravitation — that he has brought the age of an evolutionary universe, the ages of the oldest stars in the Galaxy, the age of the
Galaxy and the age of the heavy elements, into close agreement. Dicke's
cosmology, however, is the complete opposite of the steady-state model
of the Universe. Dicke in deriving his cosmology incorporated Mach's
principle (a completely empty space cannot have any physical properties
of inertia and geometry), and one of the consequences followed was the
concept of time-varying ' constant' of gravitation. I t may be left an
open question whether Mach's principle could in fact be incorporated
into the theory of gravitation. To quote Otto Heckmann (Dec. 1963).
" Personally I am not sure whether the attempts to incorporate
Mach's principle into the theory of gravitation are really justified because
the idea that matter has a reality but empty space-time has not seemed
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to me somewhat old-fashioned at a time when fields are used to represent
matter. W h y shouldn't the field of space-time represent inertia? " .
In our above discussions we have assumed validity of Dirac's hypothesis and endeavoured to discover empirical facts from the Earth and
extra-terrestrial bodies. The implications of this hypothesis for earthscience, physics and cosmology are apparently not little. One further observational support of the variable G is based 011 the theme that the
meteorites were warmer at the bcgining of the solar system, leading to
loss of argon from them. Peebles and Dicke (1962) have shown from
the observed K-Ar ages of Meteorites that the maximum decrease of
gravitational constant is one in 1010 per year. I t may also be noted
that an important problem for space research should be to verify the
hypothesis by accurate satellite measurements of the Earth's gravity
field at different times. A comparison between an atomic measure of
time provided by an earth-bound atomic clock with the gravitational
measure of time provided by an artificial earth-satellite would serve to
show7, suggests E. H. Dicke, the acceleration within a relatively short
time of a year. To quote Dicke:
" If the age of the Universe is taken to be 1010 years, then the gain
of atomic over inertial time will be 1 part in 1010 in 1 year. If the atomic
standard is reliable over long periods (months) to 1 part in 10u, as it is
hoped, and if the satellite period can be determined to 1 part in 1011 in,
say, 1 year (an accuracy that appears to be attainable through the use
of the most refined modern techniques...), then the effect of a timevarying gravitational constant should be readily detectable " .

6. Form the foregoing discussions it appears the monistic theories will
succeed better than the dualistic ones in explaining the origin of the
Solar system. W e should do well to reflect on the magniflcant insignificance of the chance of colision as provoked in all catastrophic speculations by studying Jeans' calculation: with the present structure of
the Milky-Way the passage of any star dose to our Sun is one in 1017
stars per year. As the Galaxy is only 1010 years old, one such encounter
can happen only once in 107 stars throughout its existence. However,
any theory must satisfy the various geophysical, chemical, astrophysical
and nuclear boundaiy conditions and ground rules. Looking back we
see a wake of discarded theories left behind and to this extent we probably have progressed, for we know what the Universe is not like. It
is possible that the judgment between one theory and the other will
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ultimately rest on aesthetic preferences; for instance, the Copernican
system of the motions of heavenly bodies is accepted over Ptolemy's
complicated epicycles by virtue of the former's naive simplicity and
mathematical elegance. To sum up, the whole problem of the origin
of Solar system, like the question of the creation of the Universe
itself, for its complexity may call to one's mind, Sir Winston Churchill's
famous phrase, " a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma " .
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